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OBJECTIVES

- **Map the situation**
  - What already exist as knowledge and innovations
  - What are documented? What are not?
  - Building on what already exist

- **KIX Hub: Knowledge and Innovation sharing and use**
  - What are priorities of countries? What are not?
  - Alignment with national priorities

- **Access the needs**
  - What are the gaps?
  - What works? What doesn’t?
  - What are countries expectations
  - Focusing on countries needs and expectations

- **Define priorities**
SCOPe

1. Strengthening Early Childhood Care and Education
2. Achieving gender equality in and through education
3. Leaving no one behind
4. Improving teaching and learning
5. Strengthening learning assessment systems
6. Meeting data challenge in education
TWO MAIN ACTIVITIES

- In-depth regional scanning of country needs and priorities to undertake

- Short questionnaire to start capturing countries expectations, the time for the regional scanning to take place
Content of the Short Questionnaire

Your key successes and innovations:
- In the DEVELOPMENT of evidence-based education policies
- In the IMPLEMENTATION of evidence-based education policies

Your expectation regarding
- KIX Hub added value in the development & implementation of evidence-based education policies
- Institutional capacity in the development & implementation of evidence-based education policies

Your country priorities and level of importance with regard to the 6 thematic areas + How COVID 19 impacted these priorities

Other emerging issues to consider beyond the 6 thematic areas.

Remaining 10 countries
Some interesting responses from countries that have already submitted their questionnaire:

- Teaching and Learning, Learning assessment, and inclusivity as top priorities
- Emergence preparedness and response appeared as issues to consider beyond the 6 thematic areas

However, need more details regarding countries priority and the emerging issues coming. Floor to three countries to discuss some details.
THANK YOU!
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